
 
Angel Flight South Central is a non-profit, volunteer pilot organization that provides free air transportation for 
medical and other humanitarian purposes. Many of the folks who travel with us are unable to afford or utilize 
conventional methods of transportation. Frequently our passengers are traveling to obtain expert medical 
diagnosis or treatment that they are unable to receive in their home cities, such as chemotherapy, radiation, 
specialist consultations, or experimental treatment for extremely serious medical conditions.  

Our goal is to serve the community by providing a unique service for which there is often no alternative. Social 
workers, caseworkers, and physicians frequently refer our passengers and their traveling companions. 

Our organization includes volunteer pilots and others whose time, efforts, money, aircraft fuel, and other 
costs are donated free of charge. Angel Flight never charges passengers for our services, and our pilots do 
not receive any reimbursement for their time and out-of-pocket aircraft costs. Since 1992, our pilots have 
flown more than 35,000 missions throughout our five-state Region. We currently have more than 1,000 
volunteer pilots based in Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. In coordination with other 
Angel Flight organizations, our pilots also fly to and from airports in other states, as well 

Angel Flight maintain a list of preferred partner airports and FBO’s that serve as origin, destination and relay 
locations for our passengers and missions. We build our list of preferred airports and FBO’s by analyzing the 
availability of fuel discounts, reduced or waived handling and fees, availability of courtesy cars, etc. Our FBO 
database tracks these items, particularly fuel discount information, and we share it with our pilots. 

We want to add your FBO facility to our preferred provider list. This addition can result in increased Angel 
Flight mission volume and fuel sales to your FBO, as well as local and regional recognition. Accordingly, we 
request that you offer a fuel discount to our local and transient pilots when they are flying Angel Flight 
missions, as well as discounting or waiving fees when our pilots utilize your facility for origin, destination or 
relay activities with our passengers.  

Please confirm your discount(s) and other services available to Angel Flight pilots and passengers with the 
designated AFSC representative who is providing you with this information sheet.  To help advertise your 
participation, we are happy to provide a free tent card for your counter which will tell our pilots of your 
generous participation and support of charitable aviation, and it will also help us recruit additional pilots and 
share information with potential patients and passengers in your location. 

 

Thank you! 


